
Men’s Group 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Purpose and Aspirations 

Introduction 

We are a group of men gathering together for fellowship and camaraderie, to learn from others’ 
experiences, and gain inspiration in a safe place for sharing deep concerns.  We seek emotional 
support, personal, emotional and spiritual deepening, and self-understanding and acceptance. We 
engage in authentic mirroring by seeing our humanity through heartfelt and empathetic 
witnessing and knowing each other.  

Mutual Care, Encouragement and Authenticity 

We recognize the personal and collective value of our group experience. Therefore, attendance at 
each meeting is a priority and important element of each man’s life 

In check-ins and overall communication we aspire to authentic, genuine self-expression 
reflecting real and personal experiences and feelings. We practice respectful communication, for 
example, nonjudgmental speech without crosstalk. Compassionate and empathic engagement in 
discourse or feedback is appropriate when welcomed or requested. 

We value a calm and peaceful climate, and with awareness that human endeavors naturally 
include occasional distress or discomfort, we also encourage members to bring up any concerns 
or disagreements promptly. 

What is said and done by other men at meetings is confidential, and may not be shared outside 
the group with anyone.  However, any man may share his experiences at meetings provided such 
sharing preserves the confidentiality of the other men. For example, any man may share with 
others what he said, felt, thought, or learned at a meeting, but may not share what any other man 
said or did at a meeting.  

Processes and Content 

Our structure facilitates depth in processes, and both personal and interpersonal inquiry. We 
encourage shared, engaged leadership by all members. We acknowledge and honor our 
connection with New Mexico Men’s Wellness (NMMW), and endeavor to reflect its structures 
and processes. We encourage members to attend NMMW events. We value and engage in 
meaningful rituals, and are open to discussion of new ideas about men’s issues.  



We engage in discussion of facilitated topics such as men’s wellness, and areas of psychological, 
emotional, and physical health, and spiritual interest. Meeting processes usually include an 
opening meditation, check-ins, use of a talking stick, topic discussion or other activities, 
checkouts at end of meetings, and a ritual closing. We encourage social gatherings of group 
members outside of regular meetings.  

Maintenance Practices (Group Hygiene) 

We follow the agreed meeting structure, with the meeting leader managing the time available for 
meeting components such as meditation, check-ins, topic discussion or other activities, 
checkouts, and ritual closing. Members support the meeting leader and participate in meeting 
activities. 

Leading meetings is shared among group members on a rotating basis. The meeting leader  
selects the topic for discussion or other activities. If the scheduled leader is unable to take his 
scheduled meeting, he will arrange a trade with another member.  

Any man not attending a meeting will 1) call and speak with at least one other man, or text two 
other men, if less than 24 hours before a meeting, or 2) send emails to two men at least 24 hours 
before a meeting. All forms of contact should include the meeting leader.  

Periodic “how are we doing” process 

Not less than twice a year, at a January meeting and a July meeting, the group will engage in a 
topic discussion or other activities on the subject of how well the group is functioning and 
meeting the needs of the members.  

Conflict resolution process 

This resolution process is to be used when a man in the group experiences an unresolving 
conflict with another man or a relational issue that has created a continued sense of separation. 

Before initiating a resolution process, a man should consider if he has made dyad communication 
efforts to speak with the other man, and see if he is able to gain clarity, understanding and 
resolve whatever the issue may be.  

This conflict resolution process intends to repair relational conflict and promote personal inquiry, 
responsibility and insight, with the goal of coming up with an agreement and moving forward 
with renewed relational connection. It is a healing process for both men who participate.  

Guiding values to this resolution process include being honest, holding mutual respect, including 
respect for each other’s boundaries and needs, not making someone else wrong (blaming), and 
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working on taking personal ownership. We understand we are imperfect, on a life journey 
learning curve, have “blind spots” and can take actions that are not sensitive to the impact on 
others. We can learn from each other and if a man has a conflict with us that has not been 
resolved, we would like to know what separates us, be accountable when needed, and be open to 
a process of repair. If we are the one who experiences the conflict or sense of separation, we seek 
to uncover our own “triggers” and take ownership of our own emotional experience that is 
independent of any other person or action.  

We each agree to participate in this resolution process if requested to do so by another man in the 
group.  

The conflict resolution process includes the following steps: 

At a regular meeting, the man with the conflict or sense of separation initiates the resolution 
process. He states: “I (name, Man A) would like to revolve an issue with _______ (name, Man 
B) that I have not been able to resolve.” 

When Man B agrees to engage in the resolution process he selects another man in the group to be 
the Resolution Process Facilitator (RPF).  

The role and responsibilities of the RPF are to oversee and support conflict resolution 
communication process and structure. The RPF has the authority to stop communication at any 
time if he observes the communication structure  not being followed or is becoming unregulated. 
The RPF supports both men in the resolution process. There is no “cross talk” by other men in 
the observing and listening role in the group. 

We will make use of the Non Violent Communication (NVC) process by Marshall Rosenberg: 

Round One: 

Man A will go first and communicate: Observations - Feelings - Needs - Requests. 
Next, Man B will repeat back to Man A what he heard: Observations - Feelings - Needs - 
Requests.   

Man B, if he so decides, can make a statement: “I agree to ___________.” 
Man A, if so decides, can make a statement: “I agree to ___________.” 

The resolution process can end here.  

Round Two: 
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However, if Man B feels incomplete, he can now communicate: Observations - Feelings - Needs 
- Requests. Next, Man A repeats back to Man B what he heard: Observations - Feelings - Needs - 
Requests.   

Man A, if he so decides, can make a statement: “I agree to ___________.” 
Man B, if he so decides, can make a statement: “I agree to ___________.” 

The resolution process can end here.  

If no resolution is experienced, the NVC resolution process will stop for this meeting.  

Time will be given to digest and integrate the experience by the men involved in the resolution 
process. During the next scheduled group meeting, Man A and Man B will each have an 
opportunity to communicate an ownership statement, as follows. With “I” statements, each man 
will communicate their experience and see if they can make an agreement statement that resolves 
the issue.  

If the two men are unable to find resolution, they will each select a man to be on a resolution 
committee. These two men on the committee will select a third man to join them. This resolution 
committee will speak to both men individually and make a resolution plan. This may include 
another round of NVC process or another resolution method or approach agreed to by the 
resolution committee and the two men.  

Group Size, Adding New Members, and Members Leaving the Group 

Our group size is a maximum of nine men.  

Adding new members 

We value diversity of membership. 

We have a designated contact person for NMMW so that we may receive referrals of men 
looking for a group. Also, members may invite people to consider membership. 

The contact person will meet with the prospective member and review these purposes and 
aspirations for how we operate as a group. 

The prospective member must agree that if accepted into the group, he will attend at least one of 
the four regularly scheduled NMMW events (Fall, Winter, Spring, or Summer gathering) within 
the first year after acceptance.  

The prospective member will attend four meetings so that he can get a feel for the group and vice 
versa. The prospective member will facilitate the topic or activity at one of these four meetings. 
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After the four meetings, the contact person will send an email to the existing members for 
feedback on the prospective member. If the group is unanimously in favor of adding the 
prospective member, the contact person will notify him and invite him to become a member. If 
not unanimous, either in favor or opposed to adding the prospective member, the group will 
discuss any issues and try to reach a consensus. We define consensus as meaning that everyone is 
willing to accept the decision of the group and willing to make it work. If there is not consensus 
in favor of adding the prospective member, the contact person will notify the prospective 
member and thank him for his participation in the process. 

If the prospective member was referred by NMMW, the contact person will notify NMMW of 
the results of the referral. 

Members leaving the group 

Should a member of the group decide to end his membership, the group requests that the member 
communicate with the group and provide feedback to the group as to his reasons for leaving. It 
would be most desirable that the man attend a meeting for more complete communication with 
the group. 

There may from time to time be one or more members who do not honor these group purposes 
and aspirations. We hope this can be addressed through the conflict resolution process described 
above, and resolved successfully.  

Failing this, and whether or not the conflict resolution process steps have been completed, and as 
a last resort, one or more members may be asked to leave the group, if the consensus of the 
remainder of the group is to do so. (This decision may require a special meeting.) The group will 
designate a person to communicate the group decision with the member.
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